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loW quality images of the scene or scene portion. Sound data
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is enhanced by using a loW resolution sample of a portion of
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then used to enhance the remainder of the signal.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ENHANCING

high spatial resolution. In addition to the engineering prob
lems associated With high resolution in multiple dimensions,
there are often fundamental physical problems. For example,

DATA QUALITY

loW light conditions require longer exposure times, resulting

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

in coarser temporal resolution and, accordingly, more blur

ring in imaging of moving objects.
One approach for addressing the above-described prob

This application claims priority to US. Provisional Patent

Application Ser. No. 60/367,324, entitled “Enhanced Imag
ing Using Self-Training Sensors,” ?led on Mar. 25, 2002,
Which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

lems uses multiple sensors Which are “co-located” (i.e., have
the same vieWpoint) to measure different aspects of the light

?eld. For example, it is possible to co-locate a thermal
imager, a range ?nder, and a visible-light camera. In some

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

cases a multiple-sensor approach can overcome some of the

physical limits imposed on single sensors, such as the
trade-off betWeen exposure and temporal resolution. HoW

This invention Was made With support in part from the
US. Government under National Science Foundation
Research AWard No. IIS-00-85864. Accordingly, the US.
Government may have certain rights in this invention.

ever, such an approach requires additional imaging
resources. In a situation in Which the available resources are

?nite4e.g., in Which there is a ?xed number of pixels, a
?xed amount of memory, and trade-offs betWeen exposure
and timeiit is desirable to use these resources as ef?ciently

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

20

An imager, such as a video or still camera, images a scene

by receiving and detecting light emanating from the scene.
The incoming light signal from a particular point in the
scene has characteristics, such as an intensity, a Wavelength

than building bigger, faster, and more densely packed sen
sors. HoWever, there is tremendous structure and redun
25

spectrum, and a polarization. In addition, the entire light
?eld received by the imager varies With the angle at Which
the light is received by the imager. Of course, the angle at
Which a particular light ray or light ray bundle is received
depends upon the location of the scene point from Which the

Furthermore, the motions of objects in a scene are often
30

regular and predictable. For example, most objects are rigid,
and in many cases, objects tend to move at nearly constant

velocities. All of these factors create great redundancies in
the light ?eld. As a result, it is usually not necessary to
sample the light ?eld at every point in its domain to

measurement of the light ?eld. For example, in Imaged
35

reconstruct, approximate, or predict the light ?eld.
To exploit the above-described redundancy in the light
?eld, assumptions can be made regarding the structure of

this redundancy. For example, interpolation and sampling
theory uses assumptions about the regularity of a signal to
40

teristics. With high spectral resolution it is possible to
identify different types of material and illumination, and/or

recover the signal from a limited number of samples. As a

particularly Well-known example, the Nyquist theorem
states that the maximum required signal sampling frequency
is limited, provided that the signal being sampled is band

to re-render the scene under different, simulated illumina

tion. Measuring the polariZation of light from a scene point
provides further information regarding the type of material

dancy in the light ?eld. For example, When the vieWpoint is
shifted slightly, the vieW of the scene typically changes in
predictable Ways. In addition, the spectral response across a
material of a single color Will often be relatively uniform.

light emanated.
A number of applications require precise and accurate
Based Rendering (IBR), a scene is imaged and then re
rendered to simulate navigation around the scene. Measure
ment of the entire light ?eld With respect to both space and
direction alloWs extraction of the geometric structure of the
scene. As another example, light re?ected from each mate
rial and emanating from each illumination source has its
oWn characteristic spectral curve and polariZation charac

as possible.
If the light ?eld Were simply an unrelated and arbitrary set
of intensities, there Would be little hope of a solution other

45

limitedii.e., has frequency components Within a ?nite
range. In the context of images, the requirement of ?nite

present at the scene point, and regarding the illumination

frequency range essentially translates to a limit on the

incident on the scene point. Polarization information has

permissible sharpnesses of discontinuities such as edges and

also been used to compensate for the effects of Weather
conditions When rendering outdoor scenes, and to help
measure depthiie, the distance of a scene point from the
imager. As can be seen from the above examples, a system

corners. The functions used in the Nyquist theorem are

trigonometric functions, but polynomials can also be used
50

ear and bi-cubic interpolation. Unfortunately, the improve
ment possible from simple interpolation techniques is lim
ited. In particular, the resolution increases provided by such

Which precisely and accurately measures the light ?eld has
a variety of useful applications.
HoWever, conventional imagers are limited in their inten

sity resolution, spectral resolution, and polariZation resolu

techniques are typically rather modest. Moreover, since
55

natural images often do not conform to the mathematical

assumptions inherent in interpolation techniques, such meth
ods can produce aesthetically unpleasant artifacts.
Sparsely sampling an image and interpolating the result

tionii.e., their ability to resolve differences in intensity,
Wavelength, and polarizationiand are also limited in their

spatial resolutioniie, their ability to resolve differences in
the locations of respective scene points. For example, there

currently exist digital still cameras capable of capturing high
spatial resolution images. HoWever, because of the amount

for interpolation of images. Simple examples include bilin

60

ing data effectively acts as a loW-pass ?lter. Accordingly,
increasing the spatial resolution of an image can be

of data involved, these cameras are not capable of producing

expressed as a problem of “de-blurring” the image. Sharp
ening ?lters, such as Pseudo Inverse and Weiner Filters,

high resolution video. On the other hand, inexpensive cam

have been used to invert Gaussian blur. Other previously

eras exist that can capture video at 30 frames/secondia

respectable temporal resolution. HoWever, such video cam
eras provide only loW spatial resolution. It is particularly
dif?cult to design an imager having high time resolution and

65

used approaches include Bayesian analysis, interpolation
along edges, adaptive ?ltering, Wavelet analysis, fractal
interpolation, projection on convex sets, variational meth
ods, and level sets. Such approaches improve on basic

US 7,151,801 B2
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4

interpolation, but because they only use local image struc

the light ?eldiie, an assumption regarding the regularity
of the light ?elditheir ability to exploit redundancies is

sub-portion of the sceneiand a corresponding sub-portion
of the loW quality image dataiWhich represents the same
sub-portion of the sceneiare processed by a training algo
rithm Which trains the quality enhancement function based

someWhat limited.

on these sets of image data. In other Words, the quality

ture or apply a hypothesized global prior to the behavior of

Related to sampling and interpolation are techniques

enhancement function has one or more parameters, and the

knoWn as “super-resolution,” in Which relatively course

training algorithm determines Which values of these param
eters are optimal for alloWing the quality enhancement
function to derive, from the sub-portion of the loW quality
data, a data set closely approximating the high quality
image. Because the quality enhancement function is trained
on high quality and loW quality data draWn from the same
scene as is represented by the entire loW quality imageiie,

sampling is performed multiple times to improve the effec
tive resolution of the sampling. As With the above-described

interpolation methods, super-resolution makes assumptions
about the regularity of the light ?eld, and has recently been
shoWn to have theoretical limits.

Various multi-camera systems have been proposed for
capturing light ?elds over Wide areas. Such systems typi

the very data that is to be enhancedithe enhancement
function is optimiZed to the most relevant data set. After

cally use interpolation image Warping to ?ll in missing data.

For example, in hybrid imaging, images are captured using

training, the quality enhancement function is used to
enhance the remaining loW quality data. The system thus

multiple cameras With different characteristics4e.g., differ
ent frame rates or spatial resolutions. A larger part of the
light ?eld is ?lled in based on computed camera geometry,

using a combination of interpolation and image Warping.
An additional approach is based on texture synthesis and
scene statistics. Rather than make mathematical assumptions
about the structure of the redundancy in a light ?eld,
statistics or pattern analysis are used to model and exploit
the redundancy. One technique uses correlations of pixels at
different scales. Another approach is to “train” the model
using a variety of different textures and a variety of different

provides the bene?ts of leaming-enhanced imaging Without
20

the drawbacks (e.g., poor performance With neW domains)
associated With conventional systems.
The above-described procedure is not limited to image
data, but can also be applied to audio (i.e., sound) data. To
enhance a sampled audio signal, a loW quality data set

representing the signal is captured, along With a high quality
25

data set representing a sub-portion of the same signal. The

high quality data set representing the sub-portion of the
signal and the corresponding portion of the loW-quality data

images of everyday scenes. In the training approach, the

set are processed by a training algorithm Which determines

training algorithm should be capable of extracting and
utiliZing the redundancies in the image to improve the image

optimum, learned values of one or more parameters of a
30

and increase its resolution. If the domain of image types is
very limitedisuch as in the Well-known “hallucinating
faces” method, in Which high resolution images of human
faces are synthesiZed from loW-resolution dataitraining

approaches can dramatically improve resolution. HoWever,

quality enhancement function. The learned parameters are
selected such that the quality enhancement function is

operable to derive, from the relevant portion of the loW
quality data set, a data set closely approximating the high
quality data set. Once the training has been performed, the
35

quality enhancement function is used to enhance the remain

ing loW quality data.

attempts to model broader domains typically encounter

standard problems of machine learning. For example, if the

In accordance With an additional aspect of the present

model is trained on very speci?c domains, the model

invention, a sequence of images having varying quality can

becomes over-?tted to the particular training data, resulting
in poor generalization. For example, if a resolution-enhance
ment algorithm is trained on faces and then applied to

be used to train a quality enhancement function Which Will
40

buildings, the algorithm Will tend to produce artifacts and
loW quality enhancement results. On the other hand, if the
model is trained on a very broad domain of image types, it
learns only very general redundancies that occur in most

image of the same scene are processed by a training algo
rithm to determine learned values of one or more parameters
45

of a quality enhancement function. The learned values of the
parameters are selected such that, With those parameter

values, the quality enhancement function is operable to
derive from the loW quality image an image closely approxi
mating the high quality image. Once the parameters of the
quality enhancement function have been learned, the quality

images. As a result, although a broadly trained model Will
provide some bene?t for most domains, it Will not provide

extremely good results for any domain.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

then be used to enhance loW quality images in the sequence.
A high resolution image of a scene and a loW resolution

50

enhancement function is used to process additional loW

quality images of the same scene to derive higher quality

images.

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide
a method and system Which enhances the quality of data

such as image data (e.g., video and still image data) and
sound data While using hardWare resources ef?ciently.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
55

It is a further object of the present invention to provide

Further objects, features, and advantages of the present

such data quality enhancement in a manner Which avoids

invention Will become apparent from the folloWing detailed

undesirable side effects such as visually unpleasing artifacts.
It is a still further object of the present invention to

description taken in conjunction With the accompanying
?gures shoWing illustrative embodiments of the present
invention, in Which:
FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating exemplary image data to
be processed in accordance With the present invention;

provide data quality enhancement With good performance

60

for a Wide variety of different types of images, sounds, etc.
These and other objects are accomplished by a quality

FIG. 2 is a How diagram illustrating an exemplary pro

enhancement function Which is trained on a sub-portion of

the data set Which Will be enhanced. For example, the system
can capture loW quality image data from an entire scene and
high quality image data from a narroW ?eld of vieW of the
scene. The high quality image dataiWhich represents a

65

cedure for enhancing quality of image data in accordance
With the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating exemplary sound data to
be processed in accordance With the present invention;

US 7,151,801 B2
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(e.g., a number of bits per pixel), a spectral resolution (e.g.,
the number of different spectral components into Which light

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary

procedure for enhancing quality of image data in accordance
With the present invention;

or other radiation has been resolved), a polarization resolu

tion (e.g., hoW precisely the polariZation components of

FIG. 5 is a How diagram illustrating an exemplary pro

cedure for enhancing quality of sound data in accordance
With the present invention;

light or other radiation can be resolved), a temporal resolu
tion (e.g., a number of video frames per second or audio

FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating an additional

samples per second), a signal level resolution (e. g., a number

exemplary procedure for enhancing quality of sound data in

of bits per sample in an audio data stream), and/or a
signal-to-noise ratio. An amount of quality can also refer to,

accordance With the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating exemplary image data to
be processed in accordance With the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating additional exemplary
image data to be processed in accordance With the present

for example, the folloWing attributes of an image: the
accuracy With Which edges appearing in the image represent
the actual locations of the edges of objects in a scene, the
accuracy With Which the image represents the actual colors
present in an incoming light ?eld; and/or the accuracy With
Which the brightness contrast or color contrast of the incom

invention;
FIG. 9A is a diagram illustrating a system for enhancing
quality of image data in accordance With the present inven

ing light ?eld is represented in the image.
FIGS. 2 and 4 illustrate an exemplary procedure for

tion;

enhancing quality of image data in accordance With the

FIG. 9B is a diagram illustrating an additional system for

enhancing quality of image data in accordance With the

present invention;

20

present invention. In the illustrated procedure, a scene is
imaged to generate an image of the scene having a loW

FIG. 9C is a diagram illustrating yet another system for
enhancing quality of image data in accordance With the

amount of quality (step 202). A sub-portion of the scene is

present invention;

ing a greater amount of quality than the data generated in

imaged to generate high-quality image dataii.e., data hav
step 202 (step 204). Exemplary sets of image data thus

FIG. 10A is a diagram illustrating a still further system for

enhancing quality of image data in accordance With the

25

generated are illustrated in FIG. 1. The illustrated data sets

include a loW spatial resolution, 384x384 pixel image IS of

present invention;
FIG. 10B is a diagram illustrating yet another system for

a Wide ?eld of vieW of the scene, and a high spatial

enhancing quality of image data in accordance With the

resolution, 256x256 pixel image IQ of a narroW ?eld of vieW

present invention;
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary video
sequence to be processed in accordance With the present

of the scene. The middle 128x128 pixel subset of I S, denoted
30

IS (outlined by the White square in the draWing), corresponds
to a loWer spatial resolution version of high spatial resolu

tion image IQ. The term “spatial resolution” can, for

invention;
FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating a system for generating

example, refer to the number of pixels per unit area on a

image data in accordance With the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating exemplary video and still
image data to be processed in accordance With the present

plane at unit depth via perspective projection. Accordingly,
although image IQ has feWer total pixels than image IS,
image IQ has a higher resolution than IS. Optionally, loW

35

invention;

resolution data set I S can be obtained by selecting a portion

of the entire loW resolution image IS or by degrading the
higher resolution image IQ to the resolution of the loW

FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary system for

enhancing quality of image data in accordance With the
present invention; and

40

resolution image I S. For example, a Gaussian blur kernel for

averaging can be applied to the high resolution data, fol
loWed by sub-sampling to simulate a loW resolution image.
A typical Gaussian blur kernel is a square (e.g., 9x9) matrix

FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
processing arrangement for use in the systems and proce
dures illustrated in FIGS. 1*14.

Throughout the draWings, unless otherWise stated, the
of elements Whose values are based on a normaliZed, 2-di
same reference numerals and characters are used to denote 45 mensional Gaussian function GIK exp((—x2—y2)/o2), Where
K and o are constants and x and y are the horizontal and
like ?gures, elements, components, or portions of the illus

vertical coordinates, respectively. An image is blurred by

trated embodiments.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

calculating a neW value for each pixel, the neW value being
a Weighted average of all of the pixels in a square neigh
50

In accordance With the present invention, data quality can

be enhanced by performing loW quality and high quality
sampling of the same scene or signal to generate data having
a loW amount of quality as Well as corresponding data

55

borhood (e.g., a 9x9 neighborhood) surrounding the pixel in
question. To calculate the Weighted average, each of the
values of the respective pixels in the neighborhood is
multiplied by the corresponding element of the blur kernel,
and the resulting products are added. The resulting sum of
the products becomes the neW value of the center pixel. Each

having a high amount of quality. The loW quality data and

pixel of the image is individually processed by the above

the corresponding high quality dataiWhich both represent

described procedure to generate a neW, blurred image.

the same portion of the scene or signaliare used to train a
data enhancement function Which can then be used to

The high quality data IQ and the corresponding subset I S
of the loW quality image I S are processed (in step 206) by a
training algorithm 402 to determine learned values 404 of

enhance the quality of additional loW quality data represent

60

ing the remainder of the scene or the signal. The term
“amount of quality” as used herein can, for example, refer to
the spatial resolution of data, but need not be limited to

one or more parameters of a quality enhancement function

406, such that if the learned parameters 404 are used in the

quality enhancement function 408, the function 408 is
operable to derive a data set cloAsely approximating the high

spatial resolution. “Quality” can, in fact, be any character
istic related to the precision and/ or accuracy With Which the
data represents a scene, a light ?eld, an audio signal, etc. For
example, an amount of quality can be an intensity resolution

A

65

quality data I Q from the subset I S of the loW-quality data IS.

Once the appropriate parameters of the quality enhancement
function are learned, the resulting, optimiZed function can be

